Mr. Fisher,
This is Hunter Burnett, the kid who came up from Arkansas to buy some of your
rabbits for the Arkansas State Fair. Let me start from when me and my mother
were coming home, one of your rabbits, L18 or Grandps as we call him, got his
leg hurt coming back to Arkansas. Well, we decided to get him fixed up at home,
and wait toe decide on entering a meat pen. Grandps got better, but he would
hurt us in the meat pen division, so we enter them all in the single fryer division.
The closer it got to the fair, the more we sweated over them. They were over,
under, and exactly 5 pounds.
We arrived at the fairgrounds on Oct. 11 and weighed them all, and they were all
at 5 pounds except Grandps. There was at least 50 single fryer rabbits on the
table, and when he got to me the judge was questionable on the weight of L14
(Roscoe) and L16 (Speedy). The judge decided to let them go at 5 pounds and
he continued on down the table. The judge started eliminating rabbits, and
Grandps was placed either 13th or 14th. He finished placing and Roscoe got 5th,
Speedy got 2nd which was RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION SINGLE FRYER,
and L34 (Darlin') the doe, got 1st which was GRAND CHAMPION SINGLE
FRYER.
The Arkansas State Fair Junior Auction came on Oct 16. that Fri. Darlin' brought
$1,115 at the auction. Then she was able to stay in the Champions Barn and
made the Champions Parade during the Rodeo Sat. Night.
That Sat., Oct. 17 we had a double open show for the rabbits. Darlin' won her
division twice and the judges said, "Make sure you hold on to her, and breed her
to one of your two younger bucks." Speedy beat Roscoe in the first class, and in
the second class Roscoe beat Speedy and got Best Opposite Sex in the
Champagnes.
Overall I had a pretty good week. With the Res. and Grand Champion rabbits I
won three belt buckles and a bunch of ribbons and banners. I just wanna thank
you Mr. Fisher for what you did for me with your breeding stock. I hopeful on
breeding this spring and summer. If you still want to come down and look at
these rabbits, please do. I'll have rabbits this up coming summer and if you want
new blood for your program contact my mother by e-mailing this address or call
us at (Phone Number Removed) Thank you sir for what you did for me again,
and I hope to see you again sir.
Thank You,
Hunter Burnett and Donna Burnett
Working "B" Farms

